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SGA inducts new
senator, discusses
SGA Week

theinkwellonline.com

Volume 79, Issue 20

Meet our president

President Bleicken answered
a fewquestions for The Inkwell
concerning her inauguration,
the future of AASU a nd her
first year at the university.
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Nowicki said the name fits to Armstrong ... and to con
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With the variety of oppor
water while in his room at Uni event, along with Jason Tat- nity," he said. "For a lot of stu pice Savanna h and America's tunities available to partici
versity Crossings th at evening lock, assistant professor of his dents, Savannah is their home Second Harvest Food Bank, all pants, Nowicki said he thinks
as well as punched her in the tory and part of the i naugura ... this gives stu dents an op of which are included in the list the event will give s tudents a
torso and attempted to choke tion committee.
portunity to give back to th eir of sites in needof volunteers.
chance to see Savannah not as
her, according to the police re
Nowicki said the Day of Ser home and do something big."
"We were also interested in just a city that houses AASU,
port.
Over 370 individuals are al how we could b e of service to but for a part of the university
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The male student seemed in 75th anniversary celebration ready expected to participatein the military," Tatlock said of itself.
toxicated when he spoke with and coincides with the inaugu the event, which* Nowicki said the committee's decision to
"Treasure Savannah" will be
Woods, according to the police ration of AASUs seventh presi was "a way to give back to the offer volunteers to those that a full day of volunteering. The
city of Savannah."
serve the country at Hunter itinerary for the event, found
report, and said he dumped dent, Linda Bleicken.
Students will be working Army Air Field.
The theme of th e volunteer
on the inauguration web page,
water on his girlfriend and
Volunteers can also partici maps out the times and trans
that later they had argued, but day, "Treasure Savannah: Aye with ten differentorganizations
he did not admit to punching Give Back ," was tacked on to to rebuild, repair and organize pate in an AASU clean up or portation schedules for the
or attempting to choke her. the event after the committee the programs and their head campus-bike-rack restoration day. Participants will be bused
from campus to the sites and
The student was not arrested opened the floor to students to quarters. There wereoriginally program.
name
the
event.
350
spots
available
with
each
"The
Day
of
Service
cele
back
again. Free T-shirts will
and the investigation remains
organization reques ting a cer brates Armstrong's rich history be given out to participants
The
name
"Treasure
Savan
open.
of serving the need s of the re and lunch will be provided.
A student reported that her nah" came from student Ty- tain amount of volunteers.
Tatlock said he expected gion," Bleicken said.
sheka Rice after an e-mail was
A link to register for "Trea
2007 Honda Accord, parked
sent out and names were voted the number of pa rticipants to
She
said
'Treasure
Savan
sure
Savannah" can be found
in parking lot four, was dam
reach 400 bySept. 18.
on.
nah" is an extension of AASU's on the home page of AASU's
aged when someone struck the
"My objective was simple Some of the sites available to Initiative for Civic Engage website.
driver's side back panel while find a name that incorporates volunteers through the Day of
ment, which was started last
she was in class between about our school's mascot, and of Service event are West Broad
year on Constitution Day and
8:51 a.m. and 10a.m. Aug. 27.
By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

'Treasure Savannah' strengthens bond
between Savannah, AASU
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Using credit cards
responsibly
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Correction:
In last week's story about a
concert at the Sentient Bean
o n p a g e 6 ,J o e m y Bu s c h e r
w a s i nc o r r e c t l y i d e n t i f i e d a s
a m a l e , w h i l e Bl a i r C r i m m i n s
was incorrectly identified as
a female.

Campus Briefs
UPD to teach defense and
tactical education classes

UPD officers will hold a
two-hour training course to
acquaint female students,
faculty and staff with the
basics of self-defense and
being aware of surroundings,
as well as a few brief physical
techniques.
The classes are scheduled
for Sept. 22 and Oct. 6. The
location and time are yet to be
announced.
Inauguration parking

On Sept. 16-17, some
parking areas around
campus will be reserved for
the Inauguration of Linda
Bleicken.
These areas include:
•An area in the Sports Center
parking lot in front of the
Student Union.
•The parking lot in front of
Victor Hall.
•Other spaces around
campus which will be clearly
marked as reserved.

Crime Blotter

Physical therapy
students researching
shoulder pain

Students in the Department of
Physical Therapy are conducting
research on individuals who
have experienced specific
symptoms of shoulder pain.
Those interested should be
between the ages of 18 and 60
years old and have experienced
shoulder pain with the
following activities:
• repetitive arm activities
during the night
• elevation of the .arm
• overuse of the arm when
participating in atypical
activities
Those participants who are
selected for and complete
the entire study will receive
compensation in the amount
of $40.
If interested, e-mail
aasushoulderpain@gmail.com
or call 912-220-6361.
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Sept. 17: CUB meeting, noon,, in the Chatham Meeting Room of the Student Union
Sept. 18: Day of Service
Sept. 20: SGA meeting,moon, Solms room no

Voices on Campus

Traffic concerns rising with influx of new students
AASU s tudents are find
ing it difficult to find
parking on campus due to
the campus community's
growth this semester.
Several parking changes
have already been made
this semester, such as
making the entrance to the
parking lot on Arts Drive
one-way.
University Police Chief
Wayne Willcox said that
previous semesters' in
coming traffic off Abercorn Street onto Arts Drive
caused significant conges
tion that raised city traffic
concerns.
UPD has been direct
ing incoming traffic in the
mornings on Arts Drive
to channel vehicles to fill
the entire parking lot and
trickle onto the grass out
side Victor Hall.
Other concerns, such
as driving safety, come to
mind when the number of
vehicles increases.
"There are an estimated
400 more vehicles this se
mester compared to this
time last year," Willcox
said.
Some students agree
that traffic is a cause for
concern, considering the
continuing growth of the
campus community.
"There's a lot more peo
ple," said student Kimberly Knox, adding that she's
observed a change since
the Windward Commons
dorms were opened this
semester.
Willcox
acknowledged
the students' concerns and
said university officials
and UPD are investigating
the issue.

Reported by Andrea Cervone
Photography Editor
photo.inkwell@gmail.eom

Sept. 21: International Student Organization presents International Day of Peace at 7:30 p.m. in the Ogeechee
Theatre

By Courtney Richmond

Campus

Where we ask
you what you think.

"It can't be done over sity could examine how the identified. Engineers then
class schedule affects traf need to inspect the area,
night," he said.
The university is looking fic and possibly spread out and the cost comes into
into possibilities such as classes so that students are play.
Willcox said the field lo
surface parking, a parking not overrunning the cam
cated in front of Victor Hall
structure and off-campus pus at peak times.
"Currently we see peak would be an ijnwise place
parking, but for now, stu
dents need to think about times of students coming to add parking because of
their options while enter in between 10 a.m. and 2 its constant drainage. The
p.m.," he said.
cost to correctly engineer
ing and exiting campus.
Student Victoria Loper the site for Vehicle use
"Arts Drive congestion
can be alleviated if stu said finding parking on would be expensive.
Kendall Jackson, a com
dents would use alternate Arts Drive at 8:30 a.m. is
muter student, said the
entrances," Wilfcox said. difficult.
"It's hellacious," she university should add
Students coming from Ga.
more parking and that the
new one-way on Arts Drive
causes confusion which
could result in accidents.
Willcox said officers are
patrolling Arts Drive and
will cite students with a
$50 ticket if they fail to
follow the new regulation.
"Students need to pay
attention and also need to
ge\ their parking decals,"
he said.
Willcox said there are'
still an estimated too ve
hicles that come to cam
Photo by Courtney Richmond
Campus Police block the Abercorn Street entrance to the parking lot on
pus without proper decals.
Arts Drive on Sept. 10, to enforce the new one-way regulation.
UPD has already made
204 can turn onto Apache said.
plans to get more boots for
Many students unite cars.
Avenue, following it to the
rear entrance of campus when a parking garage
"If the community con
to lot one, which holds the comes to mind, but Will tinues to grow at this rate,
majority of the 3,932 stu cox said it's an expense the university will need
students may not be will more space," he said.
dent spots on campus.
Students coming from ing to pay for.
For now students will
"Student parking fees need to be more diligent
Abercorn Street can use
both entrances on Science would increase," he said.
with using the options they
Loper proposed an ad have when entering and
Drive and Arts Drive.
Willcox said the univer ditional exit for the Arts exiting campus.
sity is looking into promot Drive parking lot.
"That grass field could
ing carpooling to decrease
the amount of vehicles on be used as an extra exit.
campus. Willcox said AASU The lot doesn't allow flow
could designate spots clos of traffic for mass amounts
est to the buildings, re of v ehicles," she said.
Willcox, on the other
stricting them for students
that carpool, calling them hand, said there are sev
eral issues to consider.
"premium spaces."
First, a place needs to be
He also said the univer

"How do you feel about The Galley's pay-beforo-you-enter
policy?"

"I'm a transfer student so I don't know
exactly what it was like before but, I hear
people complaining that its not fair, and I
think you should have the option to either
pay just for what you are eating or to pay
fbra whole meal."

"Its really nice that you an eat a lot of
food when you go in there, a lot of my
friends that are athletes love being able to
eat as much as they want but when you
don't have a meal plan its notso good."
John Dedic, history
junior

Danielle Frazier, theater
sophomore

"You have to swipe your card to get
in there and then if you end up not
liking anything you basically just
wasted money that could have been
spent on food somewhere else.
We pay for the food so I think we
should have of a say in the matter."

"As a freshman student at AASU, I feel that
the policy should be changed for those
students who commute. Their views on
prices differ beause they already travel a
distance to get to campus, and they have
less time to eat so they may only have time
for snack instead of a whole meal."

MariaMoore, pre-medicine
junior

Virginia Kendrick, theater
freshman
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Getting, keeping, using credit responsibly
By Sam Strozzo

»

Credit cards are increas
ingly becoming the golden
standard for purchases of any
type and value. Only one gen
eration ago, goods could only
be bartered for or bought with
cash. Now, with just a simple
magnetic strip enclosed in a
piece of plastic, someone can
purchase a newspaper, gro
ceries for the week or even a
car.
The world's first modern
credit card, the BankAmericard, debuted in 1966. While
its initial purpose was to pro
vide consumers with an alter
native to using cash, the cred
it card has grown to embody
the notion of "buy now, pay
later," and is wildly popular
in any economy.
"The versatility of a credit
card is unparalleled," said
veteran Wachovia banker
Stan Osteeran. "Flexible pay
ments, security and wide
spread acceptance made the
credit card today's payment

of choice."
Credit card companies
stand to benefit from con
sumers' artificial purchasing
power. After all, a credit card
company is a bank.
Simply put, customers
charge banks to keep person
al funds for the banks to use
in business via interest.
The same occurs the other
way around. Banks charge
customers to allow t hem the
use of bank funding.
"Ironically, the funding the
banks use to foot your credit
card purchases is actually
your money," Osteeran said.
Banks profit from interest
rates charged to each account
- more so than most individu
als stand to profit from inter
est gained from the banks.
Essentially, for any amount
you owe the bank past one
billing statement, the bank
will charge you an annual per
centage rate for the service.
Depending on your credit,
that interest rate can range
from zero to 30 percent, with

the latter usually applying in
cases of failure to pay consis
tently.
For the typical young per
son starting out with little or
no credit, most banks offer a
moderate nine to 17 percent.
In layman's terms, if you
hold a credit card with a 12
percent APR and balance of
$1,000 that is not paid within
one billing cycle, you will pay
roughly $10 per month in in
terest.
"Interest rates often scare
folks," said Linda Everett,
account manager for Ann's
Child Boutique. "It's impor
tant that an interest rate is a
percent owed over a year, not
a month. Although my [rate]
dictates I'm paying, let's say,
$144 in interest, I have to re
member that it's really only
$12 per month."
"Buy now, pay later" is a
great mentality, provided one
can actually pay in the future.
Many consumers have fall
en into bankruptcy after mak
ing purchases they could not

Study gets the 'kink' out
By Juliannette Vega

This fall, two AASU doc
torate students are con
ducting a study to find
an effective treatment for
trigger points. This volun
teer study allows the par
ticipant to actually have a
mild treatment to his or
her trigger points located
anywhere on the body.
Michelle Beverly, one of
the conductors, said a trig
ger point is a taught band
of muscle that can refer
pain to various parts of the
body.
Some students suffer
from that "kink" in certain
muscle groups, mainly in

the neck. Participating in
this study can actually re
lieve the pain students feel
from that sore spot.
Guided by interim De
partment Head of Physi
cal Therapy David Lake,
Beverly and fellow secondyear doctorate student
Whitney Breckenridge are
writing a thesis on the ef
fective treatments^ of trig
ger points.
They will evaluate and
treat over 30 volunteer
students using a device
called a Transcutaneous
Electrical Nerve Stimula
tion unit.
The TENS unit sends
electrical impulses to cer
tain parts of the body to

afford.
In the long-running PBS
series "Frontline," economist
and contributor to the series
Emily Hinderson said, "With
credit cards, a person has an
artificial buying power. Just
because you have the credit
doesn't mean you can actually
pay for it."
While skeptical, Hinderson
and other economists agree
that having credit is almost a
necessity in today's economy.
"We have built our entire way
of life around payments and
schedules," she states on the
program. "Getting a credit
card is am important first
step."
Why?
The reason is simple. Credit
is buying power, and if some
one intends to participate in
financing of any kind, lenders
want to know how reliable he
or she is.
"One of the first things
the bank is going to ask you
is, 'How's your credit?"' Os
teeran said. "If we can't de

The
electrical
pulse
block pain signals.
"The electrical currents sends an alternating cur
produced are mild and pre rent to the muscle, so no
vent pain messages from harmful effects occur, as
being sent to the spinal with direct current.
The frequency ranges
nerves and brain," Beverly
from a low five hertz to a
said.
Most TENS units are high 3,900 hertz. The in
commonly used on athletes tensity varies from vol
before or after a workout or unteer to volunteer and is
a big game. However many adjusted enough to inquire
non-athletes also have about the individual's com
trigger points that bother fort ability with the electri
cal current to the muscle.
them frequently.
The first treatment is
Treatment consists of re
ceiving electrical stimula identifying a trigger point
tion through a TENS unit. with a 35-minute session
Although this sounds like with electrical stimulation
a painful way to resolve a and a five-minute followknotted muscle, it actually up the next day.
Satisfied individuals can
works to contract the mus
cle into working itself out. even purchase their own

termine whether or not you debt are still in for a ride.
"You n ame it, there's a fee
are reliable with our money,
we're likely not going to lend for it," said AASU student
Joey Reeves. "I always try to
any to you on our cards."
Obtaining a credit card and pay on time, but if I ever miss
using • it responsibly over a a deadline by a day or so,
period of time will tell a bank wham - 40 bucks."
Banks impose fees for late
just that.
payments,
going over your
"Creditworthiness is reli
credit
limit,
using the cards
ability," Osteeran said.
Recent governmental poli abroad and a number of other
cies have made it more dif actions.
"The best thing to do,"
ficult to open a line of c redit
due to the related recent eco Reeves said, "is to just pay
nomic problems. However, what [the banks] want. On
establishing credit through time."
Obviously, credit cards con
a credit card is still not diffi
stitute
a number of t hings to
cult.
think
about.
Many banks offer studentBuilding credit is essential
oriented and other "limited
in
today's world, and these
credit" cards, as Osteeran re
plastic
payment methods are
ferred to them, aimed at help
great
to
help establish that
ing students get started.
trustworthiness.
On top of interest fees
"If you can use credit re
charged to remaining balanc
es, banks charge a number of sponsibly, banks will trust
fees for the services they pro you," Everett said. "If those
vide. Recent governmental with money trust you, you're
legislation is now regulating well on your wayto the Amer
many of these practices, but ican Dream."
customers who get into card

portable TENS units.
"Many of them and those
that work well are under
$1,000,"
Breckenridge
said. "Considering medical
technology, that is pretty
cheap."
Any student who is not
on a pacemaker, is not
pregnant or has not had a
recent trauma injury can
sign up to participate.
Beverly and Brecken
ridge will be taking volun
teers for the duration of
this fall semester for their
thesis on trigger points.

Participation in the
trigger pain study is
available at any time in
the AASU Physical Therapy
Department in University
Hall, room 151.
Students unaware of their
own trigger points can
still contact the doctorate
students for an evaluation
at
TriggerPointThesis@gmail.com.
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

Students, greater community
benefit from volunteerism
The Inkwell Editorial Board

According to a 2010
study, college students are
contracting an epidemic of
selfishness. Sara Konrath,
a researcher from the Uni
versity of Michigan's Insti
tute for Social Research,
found a 40 percent drop in
the measure of empathy of
college students compared
to 20 and 30 years ago.
In a perfect world, these
numbers would be surpris
ing. However, it's not hard
to imagine that college stu
dents might be allergic to
kindness.
If we don't like the ugly
truth of Konrath's study,
let's prove her wrong.
The easiest thing to do to
combat our tarnished im
age is simple. Volunteer.
With movies, parties,
work obligations and per
petually growing piles of
homework, community ser
vice isn't exactly the first
idea for what to wedge into
our weekends. However,
what we stand to gain from
giving back can go a long
way.
Let's debunk some myths
that might scare us away
from changing our week
end plans.
Contrary to popular be
lief, volunteering is not
a huge time-suck. The

amount of time these jobs
require depends on the or
ganization of our choice.
Even if it requires more
time than we thought, a lot
of p laces will accommodate
our topsy-turvy schedules,
since we are working for
free.
In Savannah alone, we
have opportunities to par
ticipate in adult literacy
programs,
rehabilitate
houses, provide homecooked meals, teach, com
puter skills and work in
wildlife centers, just to
name a few activities.
Not only do these all
sound safe, but they could
even be great opportunities
to gain experience for our
future vocations.
As the future doctors,
lawyers, teachers, artists
and an overall college-edu
cated workforce, it's inevi
table that we will be work
ing alongside people in our
upcoming professions.
What better experience
can we get than participat
ing in the community we
live in? Getting connected
to people helps us to feel a
part of the community and
part of t he world.
+ V olunteering also isn't
just for single people who
go to school part-time and
have eons of free time to
play Xbox or whatever they
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fancy. Students can even
volunteer with their fami
lies. This can even help
the parents set examples
for their children about
self-sacrifice, empathy and
kindness.
For those of us who have
always volunteered in the
community - spread the
word.
This only stands to bene
fit both the lives of the col
lege student and "the people
in the community who need
our help.
For those of you who
came to the volunteer fair
this week or will be attend
ing Treasure Savannah Day,
pat yourselves on the back.
Maybe this experience will
launch us into a life where
random acts of kindness
become a daily routine.
For those of us who
weren't able to participate
in these events, there is
always a need in the com
munity for students to vol
unteer.
Even on the off chance
that we sign up for some
thing and absolutely hate
it, we can all stand to sleep
better at night, knowing we
did our good deed for the
day.

>

Colleges: Where the
money goes
By Andrew Hacker and
Claudia Dreifus
Los Angeles Times
MCT

At Pomona College, a top
flight liberal arts school,
this year's sticker price for
tuition and fees is a hefty
$38,394 not including
room and board. Even after
adjusting for inflation, that
comes to 2.9 times what
Pomona was charging a
generation ago, in 1980.
This kind of massive tu
ition increase is the norm.
In New England, Williams
College charges $41,434,
or an inflation-adjusted 3.2
times what it did 30 years
ago. Southern Cal's current
tab of $41,022 is a 3.6 mul
tiple of its 1980 bill.
Tuition at public univer
sities, in a time of ailing
state budgets, has risen
at an even faster rate. The
University of -Illinois' cur
rent $13,658 is six times
its 1980 rate after adjust
ing for inflation. San Jose
State's $6,250 is a whop
ping 11 times more.
If you look at how that
added revenue is being
spent, it's hard to argue that
students are getting a lot of
extra value for all that ex
tra money. Why? Colleges
aren't spending their extra
revenues, which we calcu
late to be about $40 billion
a year nationally over 1980
revenues, in ways that most
benefit students.
One thing colleges are
spending more on is ath
letic teams, which have be
come a more pronounced
— and costly — presence
on campuses everywhere.
Even volleyball teams trav
el extensively these days,
with paid coaches and cus
tomized uniforms.
Currently, 629 schools
have football teams — 132
more than in 1980. And all
but 14 of t hem lose money,
including some with na
tional names. It's true that
alumni donations some
times increase during win
ning seasons, but most of
those gifts go specifically
to athletics or other desig
nated uses, not toward gen
eral educational programs.
And meanwhile, the cost of
sports continues to rise.
The average football
squad has gone from 82
to 102 players, due to sub
specialties required by eso
teric coaching strategies.
The number of women's
sports teams has also risen
sharply. Since 1980, for ex
ample, the number of wom
en's soccer programs has
soared from 80 to 956.
And teams cost money

—often lots of it. Varsity
golf at Duke, open to both
genders, costs an estimat
ed $20,405 per player per
year. Because there are no
revenues for most sports,
the deficits often have to be
covered by tuition bills.
Another source of in
creased expense is admin
istration. Since 1980, the
number of administrators
per student at colleges has
about doubled; on most
campuses their numbers
now match the number of
faculty. Here are some of
their titles: senior special
ist of assessment; director
for learning communities;
assistant dean of students
for substance education;
director of knowledge ac
cess services.
Needless to say, these of
ficials claim that they offer
needed services. Who can
be opposed to ensuring ac
cess and assessment? But
let's' not forget that tuition
pays for all these deans and
directors; having more of
them means higher bills for
students. Added tuition rev
enue has also gone to raise
faculty salaries. Yale's fulltime faculty members now
average $129,400, up 64
percent in inflation-adjust
ed dollars from what they
made in 1980. Pay in other
sectors of the U.S. economy
rose only about 5 percent
in this period. Stanford's
tenured and tenure-track
professors are doing even
better, averaging $153,900,
an 83 percent increase over
1980.
We're told such stipends
are needed to get top talent,
but we're not so sure. Fac
ulty stars may raise pres
tige, but they are often away
from the classroom, having
negotiated frequent paid
leaves and smaller teach
ing loads — u nderwritten,
of course, by tuition. At
Williams College this year,
for example, three of seven
religion professors are tak
ing off all or part of the aca
demic year.
Complete data on college
presidents' pay is easily ac
cessible only back to 1991.
Yet even in that relatively
short span, many college
leaders have seen their sal
aries double in inflationadjusted dollars. Carleton's
president today gets 2.4
times more than the presi
dent did 19 years ago; at
NYU, pay has risen by 2.7
times. Measured another
way, it takes the tuitions of
31 Vanderbilt students to
cover their president's $1.2
million annual stipend. We
have yet to see evidence
that lofting more money to

the top enhances the qual
ity of instruction.
In theory, all this extra
tuition money should per
mit the hiring of more ju
nior faculty, which might
mean smaller introductory
courses. But on many cam
puses, huge classes remain
the norm.
One reason is that most
teaching budgets are con
sumed by senior profes
sors. Amherst's full profes
sors absorb 77 percent of
the cash available for fulltime faculty. At Berkeley,
they sop up 73 percent. At
Northern Arizona, it's 75
percent. The little that's
left is parceled out among
junior professors and un
derpaid adjuncts, who de
spite rising tuitions are do
ing an increasing portion of
the teaching.
The cost of room and
board has gone up sharp
ly too, with charges often
double or more in inflationadjusted dollars. At Bowdoin and UCLA, t hey have
gone up three times. Most
college tours will show that
student living standards
have risen too. Rooms once
had only iron cots, military
mattresses and battered
desks. Now suites are wired
for electronic gear, with
fully-equipped
kitchens
down the hall. Penn State
enables students to legally
download music — at last
count about 2 million songs
a week.
As to dining, food costs
may be lower than ever,
but not on college cam
puses, where the quality
of campus dining has be
come a marketing tool. If
your memories of dorm
food include mystery meat
and overcooked vegetables,
you'd be in for a shock on to
day's campuses. Here were
some recent choices in the
Middlebury College dining
rooms: sun-dried tomato
pizzas, African couscous,
tandoori chicken, orangeginger tofu steak, red beans
and basmati rice. Wheth
er these more elaborate
menus make students more
studious is not known.
The travesty of high tu
ition is that most of the ex
tra charges aren't going for
education. Administrators,
athletics and amenities
get funded, while history
departments are denied
new assistant professors. A
whole generation of young
Americans is being short
changed, largely by adults
who have carved out good
careers in places we call
colleges.
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Sept. 17: Volleyball vs. Lander at 7 p.m.
Sept. 18: Volleyball vs. USC Aiken at 2 p.m.
Men's Cross Country vs. Mercer at the RunFit Invitational
Sept. 20: Women's golf vs. Mercer at the Eat a Peach Colle
giate at Macon's Oak View Country Club

Week of September 16,2010

Men's golf vs. 2010 Clayton State Laker Invitational
Sept. 21: Women's golf vs. Mercer at the Eat a Peach Colle
giate at Macon's Oak View Country Club
Men's golf vs, 2010 Clayton State at the Laker Invitational
Sept. 22: Soccer vs. Wingate at 4 p.m.

.

M

,

Pirates rising fast in fall 2010
AASU golf team rallies forfourth at Kiawah

AASU hosts 2010 Pirate Volleyball Classic

over-par with a 75 to fin
ish tied for 26th with A
KIAWAH ISLAND, S. C. - 149 total. Freshman Travis
The AASU m en's golf team Williamson held his own,
tied for fourth place out of shooting a 76 on Sept. 7 to
21 teams Sept. 6 and 7. The finish tied for 42nd with a
Pirates carried some of their 151 total strokes.
momentum from the spring
Motes enjoyed playing in
season, rallying to make the this tournament.
playoffs. The Pirates moved
"It's great competition,
up six spots this year from and our team stepped up
last year. AASU men's golf to shoot great rounds of
team tied with Coker and play," he said. Our new guys
Flagler at the Kiawah Island helped us out, and we en
Intercollegiate Tournament joyed ourselves just as much
Sept. 7 at Cougar Point Golf as we wanted to win."
Club in Kiawah Island.
Freshman Gus Wagoner
The Pirates shot a four- shot an 82 in his first round
over-par 292 onSept. 7. They of p lay. He rebounded from
shot the third-best round a rough first round to shoot
of the day among the 21 the Pirates' best round, a
schools in the competition. one-under-par 71, to finish
The Pirates
the two-day tied for 52nd with a 153 to
tournament with a 19-over- tal. Parker Gordon tied for
par 595 total strokes. Bar 6th with 154 total strokes to
ton College came back from round out AASU's scoring in
a one-stroke deficit, shoot the tournament with a twoing a 289 to win the tour over-par 74 on Sept. 7.
nament with a 582 strokes
The new members of the
total.
golf team and the veterans
USC Beaufort placed sec practiced their strokes over
ond. They shot two strokes the summer break. Coach
behind Barton with 584 total Michael Butler certainly can
score. The first round leader see improvements.
and defending tournament
"We cannot take away the
champions, Georgia College experience that they gained
and State University, came practicing in the summer,
close to defending their and we are confident that
title but shot three strokes it will continue through the
behind Barton College with fall and spring seasons," he
total of 585. The Pirates fin said. He is proud of their
ished tied with both Coker dedication and desire to
and Flagler for fourth place succeed.
with scores of 595.
The men's golf team will
Senior Ridge Purcell tied return to action Sept. 20 at
for 11th and led the Pirates the Clayton State Laker In
individually. He scored an vitational in Hampton.
even-round 74 to finish with
a two-over-par 146 total.
Captain and junior Matt
Motes shot three strokes

By Katie Balcom

By Katie Deal

Photo courtesy of
Sports Communications
Senior Ridge Purcell fired two-overpar round of 74 on Sept. 6.

2010 Kiawah Island
Intercollegiate top 10
scores:

1. Barton: 582 strokes
2. USC Beaufort: 584
strokes
3.6CSU: 585 strokes
4. AASU: 595 strokes
Coker: 595 strokes
Flagler: 595 strokes
5. Ga. Southwestern: 596
strokes
6. Indianapolis: 597
strokes
7. USC Aiken: 598 strokes
8. Carson-Newman: 601
strokes

The Pirates hosted the
2010 AASU Pirates Volley
ball Classic on Friday, Sept.
to. The tournament was
between nine schools: Rol
lins, West Georgia, Florida
Southern, Florida Tech,
Alabama-Huntsville, North
Alabama, Augusta State,
Flagler and AASU.
The Lady Pirates played
four schools over the course
of the tournament, fac
ing Rollins and AlabamaHuntsville on Friday. They
met West Georgia and
Florida Southern Saturday,
Sept. it, to round out the
weekend play.
AASU took on Rollins
in the first matchup of the
weekend. The first game
for the Pirates was played
in the Aquatics and Recre
ation Center at 12:30 p.m.,
Sept. 10.
"There is no easy match
for us, and playing four
times in one weekend is al
ways difficult," said head
coach William Condon.
The Pirates started the
tournament off shaky with
three unanswered wins
from Rollins (25-16, 25-18,
29-27) on Sept. 10.
Although the Pirates were
unable to come out with the
win, they made great strides
to come back strong in the
third match. The match and
game ended with a contro
versial line call, giving Rol
lins the match and game
victory.
Junior Torrie Bevolo
played a strong game for
the Pirates in game one
Sept. 10, getting nine kills.

Megan Pando f
had the match
high of 25 as
sists, and junior'
Casey Howett
had 12 digs.
The
Pirates
took on the
Chargers of Al fAf/f
abama-Hunts
ville. Coming
back strong for
game two, the
Pirates
took
three straight
games (25-15,
25-14, 25-11),
to give them
the split for the
day's play.
A m a n d a
Jones finished
the game with
ft: "Wf# §
.667 hit per
centages along
with eight kills.
Photo by Courtney Richmond
Jessica Santan- Sophomore Brittany Wolf attempts to set up a score in
iello
finished the ^ off game of the 2010 AASU Volleyball Classic
Tournament, on Friday Sept. 10. with a .471 hit
Gwen Clarke also had
ting percentage. She also nine kills.
had a match-high 10 kills
"As a team we are grow
and 10 digs.
ing," Clarke said. "We
Freshman Megan Pando started off a little rough,
added 31 assists, seven digs but overall we are doing
and four services aces.
well early in the season.
"We recognize once we
We will definitely improve
are at 100 percent we are
and get better."
unstoppable," she said be
The Pirates finished the
fore going into game four.
tournament facing Florida
"We are working in improv Southern College. AASU
ing our game and keeping
played four games against
at 100 percent."
FSC, only winning one
AASU continued play on
game (25-22, 25-18, 16-25,
Sept. 11, starting with West
25-21). AASU finished the
Georgia. The Pirates kept
tournament 2-2 with an
the winning streak hot as
overall record of 6-3.
they took three straight
wins (25-21, 25-14, 25-21).
Jessica Santaniello led the
Pirates with nine kills and
12 digs.

Much self-criticism after Georgia's big loss
By Seth Emerson
MCT

ATHENS
Bacarri
Rambo left little doubt, a
little more than 48 hours
later, that he was feeling
terrible. He said he loafed.
He said he failed as a
leader.
"Every dog has their
day. I guess [Sept. 11] was
my day," said Rambo,
Georgia's starting safety. "I
just can't let that happen to
me again, because it cost us
the game."
And that was from the
player who actually led the
Bulldogs in tackles.
There was a lot of that
self-criticism around the
Georgia
football
team
recently. Every facet of the
team - offense, defense
and special teams - came
up short in Saturday's 17-6
loss at South Carolina.
A few days later, the
Bulldogs were still trying to
regroup.
"Right now we just look at
it as if the train fell off the
tracks," sehior linebacker
Akeem Dent said.
But the task for the
Bulldogs is making sure
their season doesn't become
a train wreck.
A victory this week
against No. 12 Arkansas
would go a long way toward
restoring confidence. A
loss, especially at home,

would lead to even more
questions.
On the face of it, Georgia
lost by 11 points at a team
now ranked No. 13 in the
country.
But the Bulldogs didn't
look good in any facet, and
trailed the entire game
after the Gamecocks scored
on a long opening drive.
Defensively, the lack of
tackling was the dominant
issue.
South
Carolina
freshman Marcus Lattimore
had 182 yards on 37-carries;
Georgia linebacker Darryl
Gamble said he read online
that Lattimore had 140
yards after contact.
The theories varied on
what went wrong. Rambo
mentioned not swarming to
the ball-carrier. Dent talked
about just not wrapping up.
Boykin said Lattimore also
made it tough to leg tackle
because he ran with his legs
high.
"The opportunities were
there," cornerback Brandon
Boykin said. "Sometimes
we tried to big-hit him Or
didn't wrap up, things like
that."
On offense, the line has
surprisingly become an
issue. The veteran group
- three seniors and two
juniors,
all
returning
starters - were supposed to
be a pillar of the team. But
the run blocking has been
lackluster, and the starting

Photo courtesy of Gerry Melendez/MCT
South Carolina wide receiver Alshon Jeffery (1) slips past Georgia linebacker Christian Robinson (45) after a pass recep
tion in t he first quarter of an NCAA foot ball game at Williams-Brice Stadium, in Colu mbia, S.C., Saturday, Sept. 11.

guard spots could be up in ,
the air.
"We haven't been playing
well. We haven't been
playing up to our potential,"
senior tackle Clint Boling
said. "We've got some
veteran guys up front, and
been all offseason talking
about how we need to put it

on our shoulders and carry
this team. And we haven't
been doing that yet."
Ironically, entering the
season having a redshirt
freshman at quarterback
was supposed
to be
the key concern. Aaron
Murray has been solid
the first two games, albeit

without star receiver A.J.
Green. Without Green, the
Bulldogs' downfield passing
game has suffered.
Against
that
entire
backdrop, Georgia faces
one of the SEC's up-andcoming teams Sept. 18.
Through two games, albeit
against weaker opposition,

thel n kwel lonline.com

Arkansas leads the SEC
in both total offense (509
yards per game) and
defense (187.5).
It also presents an entirely
different kind of challenge.
Where South Carolina rode
Lattimore for 182 yards,
Arkansas will air it out
with Ryan Mallett, who
had 408 passing yards and
five touchdowns against
Georgia last year.
The task is not impossible,
and the game is regarded as
a toss-up at this point.
But the Bulldogs seemed
to realize that their first
loss of the season had made
things tougher.
"The last time we lost to
South Carolina, we went to
the Sugar Bowl and finished
No. 2," Boling said. "So
that was a pretty successful
year. But we've just gotta
do a better job."
"Nobody's really pouting
on it," Boykin said. "You
can't sit there and let
South Carolina beat us
twice by everybody saying
something
[negative].
You've just gotta continue
to get better and move on
to this week."
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ior golfer ready to lead
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By Andrew Manning

AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more

Compiled by Brittany Hodges

Johns> senior

on the
AASUs women's golf team, has
only been playing golf since her
senior year in high school. But
somehow Johns found her way
to the Lady Pirates.
Johns was a competitive
swimmer for six years before
eventually becoming burned
out with the sport.
A New O rleans native who
pew up in Forsyth, Johns has
been an athlete allofher life. To
win in a bet with her dad, she
picked up golf. Johns' father
promised Sarah that if she got
a free ride to college he would
buy her a car.
She got the car.
Johns started off h er colle
giate golf career at Young Har
ris College, where shecollected
Region XVII player of the year
after winning the Region XVII
individual title. She realized
that the cold weather was not
for her and began contacting
coaches in the warmer parts of
the Southeast who might bein
terested in her talent.
Michael Butler, head men
and women's'golf coach at
AASU, called Johns back and
gave her a shot.
In her first year at AASU,

AASU Sports Trivia
1. How many years has the Pirates golf tea m been in
existence at AASU?
What year did the Pirates make it to the NCAA Di
vision II men's golf championships?
2.

3- How many freshmen are on the
golf team?
4. Who

Check your answers at the bottom of the page.
.
Photos courtesy o^port^oiriiTiunications
Lett: Senior Sarah Johns enters her third year playing for the Pirates. Right: Sarah finished 16th at the 2010 PBC
Championships.

Johns hada hugeimpact on the
team, averaging 84.73 strokes
per round, second best on
the squad. In her junior year,
Johns averaged 85.81 strokes
per round.
"My grip last year really gave
me no room for progress," she
said. "I changed from a strong
grip to a neutral grip, giving
myself room to grow."
She has spent a lot of time
on the course preparing forthe
upcoming season.
"There is not a time when

you don't practice, especially
leading up to and during the
season," she said.
Johns is c ommitted to suc
cess in herlast season at AASU,
discovering her weaknesses
and working o n them day in
and day out.
"My weakness has always
been my long irons, due to in
consistency with, them," she
said.
She also proudly said that
her strength on the course is
her drive, claiming she hardly

ever gets in trouble off the tee.
Johns stays true to a pieceof
advice given t o her when she
first started playing golf, which
states that in order to maintain
a balanced game a golfer mustspend the sameamount of time
on the putting green as on the
driving range.
Johns has high hopesfor the
team this season andis pleased
with additions made to the
program.
"We were a good team last
year, but we could have done

On the horizon
better in conference," she said.
"Our young players look good,
further adding to our chances
to be successful this season."
"After you play collegiate
golf for a few years you learn
to be a team golfer,to help out
anywhere needed to better the
team as a whole."
This mentality surely might
make a difference in this year's
success as a team.

By Brittany Hodges
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

By Juliannette Vega

Photo by Frank Arsics
Senior Mikk Irdoja spends the afternoon of Friday Sept. 10 practicing on the
AASU te nnis courts in preparation for the upcoming season.

"I guess it's something to
remember," he said. "But I
would switch my individual
number-one ranking for
a team number-one rank
ing."
Hopefully in this upcom
ing season Irdoja and his
team can both net numberone rankings. They've al
ready started on the right
track with Irdoja ranked
the number-one division
two tennis player on the
men's side.
With the first fall tourna
ment coming up soon, Ir
doja thinks the team looks
pretty good.
"This is my last season,
so I guess as a season over

all we want to win again,"
Irdoja said.
Earnshaw has high ex-*
pectations for the team as
well.
"We want to get back to
winning as a team obvious
ly," he said. "Mikk is going
to play a big role in that he gives us a lot of points.'
We expect him to be suc
cessful, obviously."

The tennis individuals ,
season k icks off o n Sept.
24-27 at the ITA Southeast
Regional in Sumter, S.C.

Originally dubbed "Field
Day," AASU is hosting All
Games Day on Sept. 18 at
the Student Recreational
Center and Gymnasium.
The event will be open to
the public.
Youth ages 6 to 12 are in
vited to come on campus
and meet with athletes and
coaches on the same week
end as President Bleicken's
inauguration.
This is a busy time for
the athletic department.
Almost every team will be
on the road for a game. The
men and women's basket
ball teams and the Softball
teams will be at All Games
Day providing some games
and interacting with the
community.
"President
Bleicken
would like to have more of a
community day, and I think
this provides that," said
Alan Segal, assistant direc
tor of A thletics for Market
ing and Promotions.
The day starts at 9 a.m.,
when attendees are asked

.inkwell@gniail.com

Women's Golf:
Sept. 13-14 vs. 2010 Queens
Falls Invitational, sixth place

Volleyball;

Sept. 10 VS. RollinS L 3"0
Sept. 10 vs. Ala.-Huntsville
W3-0
Sept. 11 vs. West Georgia
W3-0
Sept. 11 vs. Fla. Southern
L 3-1
Sept. 14 at Valdosta L 3-2

I Soccer:

Sept. 11 at Lander W 3-2
Sept. 13atTusculumW4-1

Volleyball
Sept. 17

Sept. 18

vs. USC Aiken

Women's Golf
Sept. 20

to venture to the sports
complex for the start of the
events.
All Games Day allows
students and community
members to mingle with
AASU's athletes. Games
will vary from foursquare
to playing alongside the
athletes for a game of bas
ketball.
The sports complex is
one venue where the com
munity can engage with
AASU students and faculty.
The local Boys and Girls
Club, as well as a few Boy
and Girl Scout troops willparticipate for community
engagement.
As part of the Day of Ser
vice, All Games Day will
also be affiliated with the
NCAA Division II's Initia
tive of Community Engage
ment to inspire and give
back to local communities.
All Games Day will wrap
up at noon. However, all
are invited to stay for AA
SU's volleyball match at 2
p.m. against USC Aiken.

I
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is

vs. Mercer at Macon's Oak View
Country Club

vs. Mercer at Macon's Oak View
Country Club

Men's Golf
Sept. 20

vs. Clayton at State Laker
Invitational

Sept. 21

vs. Clayton at State Laker
Invitational
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Soccer:
Sept. 22
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Weekly Sports Recap
By Brittany Hodges

is the head coach of the Pirates golf team?

How many times has the Pirate golf team appeared
at the NCAA regionals?

AASU hosts
All Games Day

sports

AASU Sports Trivia Answers

Soccer:

Kristina Pascutti was named
PBC women's offensive
player of the week. She is a
sophomore forward.

1.

The 2010-11 season is the 11th season for AASU.

2.

The AASU Pirates golf team made it to the NCAA Di

vision II men's golf championships in 2005.
3.

Three: Travis Williamson, Gus Wagoner and Brian

Lloyd.
4.

Michael Butler is the head men's and women's golf

coach.
5.

Coach Butler has led the Pirates golf te am to nine

straight NCAA regionals appearances.

1

Pirates

5.

Senior Mikk Irdoja makes
2010 ITA all-star team
Going into the 2010 sea
son as a senior for the Pi
rates, Mikk Irdoja has a lot
going for him.
Originally from Estonia,
Irdoja has been playing ten
nis for the last 15 years and
has no intentions of slow
ing down. He's received nu
merous awards including
all-Peach Belt Conference,
2009 Intercollegiate Ten
nis Association All-American and more recently, the
2010 ITA all-star team.
Irdoja was one of a se
lect few honored at the
ITA awards luncheon in
New York on Aug. 28. The
luncheon was hosted by
the United States Tennis
Association. The studentathletes were able to attend
the U.S. Open while seeing
the president of USTA.
Pirates men's tennis
coach and back-to-back
coach of the year Simon
EarnShaw wasn't surprised
at Irdoja's accomplish
ments. Irdoja ranked num
ber three at the beginning
of last year's season, but
by the end of the season he
ranked number one.
"I knew when our season
was finished," Earnshaw
said about Irdoja making
the all-star team. "When
you have the number-one
player in the nation, you
will make the all-star team.
He's the second male we've
had on the all-star team,"
he said.
"It's a nice thing because
he got to go to the U.S.
Open."
Irdoja, on the other hand,
has mixed feelings on mak
ing the team.

2010-11
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Sept. 16-22: Registration begins at the SRC for Outdoor FUN, where students can participate in puttputt golf, go-cart races and paintball.The event takes place on Sunday, Sept. 26.
Sept. 16-17: The Faculty Art Exhibition remains on display in the Fine Arts Gallery until g p.m. on Sept.
17.
,Sept. 19-20: The 2010 Southeastern Choral Arts Festival starts at 7:30 p.m. at the Fine Arts Audito. «

AASU sings off with local high schools
By Emily Rice

Inside the walls of the
Fine Arts Auditorium, many
different choral groups,
including the AASU Cho
rale and some of the local
high school chorus groups,
will participate in the 2010
Southeastern Choral Arts
Festival.
In the past, the event
provided the opportunity
for college and high school
chorus groups to network
and share their craft.
AASU s tudents and high
school choral students will
both rehearse the music
that they will perform over
the weekend.
On Sunday, Sept. 19, the
AASU Chorale will per
form pieces by critically
acclaimed composer Vijay
Singh. The set will be a col
lection of a cappella pieces;
or pieces where singing is
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The AASU Chorale performs an ensemble in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

the only instrumentation.
Singh is a performer, con
ductor and composer from
Ellensburg, Wash. The
concert will help kick off
his new collection of music,
"Proclaim the Day!"

Freshman Paige Legand,
a soprano from the AASU
Chorale,
cannot
wait
for Choral Arts Festival.
Legand said she looks for
ward to hearing what the
local high schools will bring

to the table.
"This festival is going to
be great to participate in,"
she said. "I love how the
chorale works together and
creates such beautiful mu
sic."

On Monday, Sept. 20, at students have joined the
7:30 p.m., the high school AASU Chorale.
AASU student Matthew
students will perform with
the" AASU Chorale and local Rice was a vocal major at
choruses. The groups will Savannah Arts said he en
join together and perform joys seeing the new work
a wide range, of composi from the choirs at his old
school. He plans to attend
tions.
The guest conductor this at least one night of the fes
year is Chris D. White, head tival with some of Savan
of the music department at nah Arts' other graduates.
"It's cool to see high
Texas A&M University.
The only local high school schools come together
solely centered on an arts and perform great music,"
curriculum, Savannah Arts he said. "Savannah Arts
Academy, will participate Academy should definitely
again this year in the Cho be proud of their choral
groups."
ral Arts Festival.
Many
Savannah Arts
graduates-turned-AASU

This performance of the AASU Chorale starts at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 19. General admission i s $6. AASU students
can attend free with valid Pirate Cards.

Local comic store hosts gaming tournaments
By Shawn Evans
Staff Reporter

While the retro items sell
very well, the store's owner
understands the need for
Thursday, Sept. 9, marked modern entertainment.
the first in a series ofbi-week
"I have dealt with Playsta
ly gaming tournaments being tion 3 and Xbox 360 units
held at Empire Comics.
before and would definitely
Empire, which is a throw continue to deal with them,"
back to a Savannah comic said owner Tony Privette. "I
shop of the same name in the plan on expanding the gam
late '80s, has made its home ing section."
Privette, 32, also realizes a
on 106 S. Chestnut St. in
Pooler. The store sells hun large part of m odern gaming
dreds of comic books, collect is based on competition.
"There is a lot of money in
able toys and retro gaming
holding tournaments, so I'm
systems.
Visiting Empire can be a willing to run any that people
nostalgic trip for people in ask about," he said. "I'm not
going to try and set up any
their 20s.

tournaments myself, but if
someone comes to me with a
plan I'll only ask what I need
to do to help."
This particular series of
tournaments is for those in
terested in fighting games
like "Super Street Fighter 4,"
but the owner intends to run
tournaments for games from
any genre.
Eric McKenna, 21, is the
organizer of the "Street Fight
er" tournaments. An active
member of the local fighting
game scene, McKenna is try
ing bring people together not
only to practice, but to social
ize as well.

"New York, Atlanta and
parts of California all have
weekly or monthly tourna
ments," McKenna said. "It
allows them to practice often
and learn from each other.
Savannah has a lot of players
but doesn't yet have the drive
that will all ow us to play at
that level.
We have the potential to
be really heavy hitters in the
fighting game community."
"The reason for holding it
is to boost our skills as a com
munity so that Savannah can
compete with other cities or
areas in major fighting game
tournaments,"
McKenna

said. "But it's also to be social.
People from all walks of life
are involved. There's a lot of
diversity in the fighting game
community, which makes it
possible to meet tons of n ew
people."
The winner of the first of
these bi-weekly tournaments
was 19-year-old AASU stu
dent Adam Vongsaisuwan.
Despite being a long-time
fan of the "Street Fighter" se
ries, Vongsaisuwan is new to
the tournament scene.
"I've played fighting games
ever since my childhood,"
Vongsaisuwan said. "It was
around elementary school

that I started getting into
'Street Fighter 2 Turbo.' I
never thought that I'd be this
good."
"More people showed up
than I expected, and everyone
played well," he said.
Vongsaisuwan left that
night with' more experience,
new acquaintances and a little
extra cash on the side.
"It was a good time, I knew
these guys meant business
when they came in with their,
fighting joysticks," Privette
said.
"I look forward to the next
one."

Hug," which showcases ani
mal behavior patterns, and
the winner of th is year's Call
to Action Award, the relative
ly self-explanatory "Students
Saving the Ocean."
Leading up to Jon Bowermaster's debut showcase,
the festival will present the
winners of the various Gray's
Reef awards. The winners
include "Witness to Hiro
shima" for best short film,
"Cold as Ice" and "What's
Down T here?" for ocean ex
ploration and discovery and
other assorted festival hits
such as "People of the Seal"
- winner of the International
Wildlife Festival - and "Watercolours," winner of best in
festival in Washington, D.C.
Once the evening begins,
the festival will show three of
the internationally renowned
Jon Bowermaster's environ
mentalist
documentaries.
The viewing will start with
"What Would Darwin Think:

Man vs. The Galapagos," and
continue with the awardwinning "Terra Antarctica."
The third viewing premieres
"SoLa."
Sunday, Sept. 19, will fin
ish the Gray's Reef C ategory
winners, capping off wi th 10
student films, the final com
petitors for the Dr. Robert O.
Levitt Prize, aimed at bud
ding filmmakers.
The entirety of the event
will be held at Trustees The
ater at 216 E. Broughton St.
Films will screen Friday from
7 p.m. until 9:30 p.m., Sat
urday from 9 a.m. until 9:30
p.m., and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m.
The festival is_ meant to be
a public service, so tickets are
free. Audience members are
encouraged to stick around
for discussion with the films
presenters.

Gray's Reef showcases ocean-themed films
By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

From artificial disasters
like the BP oil spill to natural
catastrophes, oceans with
stand a constant state of dis
tress.
To stem the rising tide of
damage, organizations have
taken an initiative to pre
serve the environment and
to teach the public about
what happens in the world's
oceans.
As one of 14 nationally pro
tected marine areas in the
National Marine Sanctuary
System, Gray's Reef National
Marine Sanctuary stands as a
national authority on oceanic
studies.
It is Georgia's only nation
ally recognized reef-protec
tion agency.
From Sept. 17-19, the sanc
tuary's administration will
increase its public outreach
program through a massive

media festival, Ocean Film in-depth on the after-effects area that most people don't
of the events of Deep Water even know about. I want to
Festival 2010.
know what's happening. I
The organization intends Horizon explosion.
Beyond the screen, Ocean want to see what Deep Water
to educate and entertain
the general public on about Film Festival will feature at Horizon left in its wake."
The festival kicks off Fri
tractions like ocean-themed
Earth's oceans.
Though not entirely lim choral tunes and a panel of day Sept. 18 at 7 p.m. with a
few choral pieces by the Ath
ited to the silver screen, the speakers.
The film festival, while en ens-based Around the Globe
main focus of th e event is to
showcase films that relate the tertaining, is educational in Sea Shanty Singers. After the
recent damages to the ocean. nature. It's already stirring musical intro, the festival
The schedule includes a mix conversation and thought will play a trio of short-films
of professional and student within Savannah's scientific dedicated to basic ocean
"care. After this, the feature
films geared for just this pur community.
"I'd like to find out how the presentation, the National
pose.
Roughly 30 movies and oil spill will affect the animal Geographic production team
10 student-made films have population in Gray's Reef will screen two brand-new
been meticulously chosen Sanctuary and if that could feature documentaries.
Saturday, Sept. 19, will
from a stack of entries by a lead to more damage to the
seven-man panel of judges ecosystem further down the open with a video tribute
for the purpose of the festi road," said AASU biology (dedicated to the Thunderbolt
val.
Elementary Science Acad
major Ross Spratt.
"I mean, when the whole emy and their strides toward
Among the chosen titles,
many relate to the Gulf Coast BP spill first happened, we learning how to preserve and
in reaction to the recent BP had a constant news feed protect the ocean.
011 spill.
about it on every channel,
Highlights of the morning
but
the
story's
really
died
include
the winner of the fes
One example is Jon Bowout,"
he
said
"There
are
en
tival's
public
service catego
ermaster's "SoLa, Louisiana
Water Stories," which goes dangered species out in that ry, the short film "Gimme A
Gray's Reef Na tional Marine Sanctuary

Ocean Film Festival 2010
Sept. 17-19
Friday, Sept. 17
7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
An Evening with National Geographic
"Explore National Marine Sanctuaries"
"Breathe"
"Don't Release a Pest"
Saturday, Sept. 18
9 a.m. to 10:20 a.m.
Sea-side Saturday
"Gimme a Hug"
"A Bridge to Puerto Rico"
"A Year Traveling in Indonesia in Four Minutes"
"Students Saving the Ocean"
"Great White Shark Song"
9a.nrUo10;20am
On the Edge of the Shore
"Waterlife"
"Witness to Hiroshima"

"People of the Seal"
2:30 p.m. to 3:35 p.m.
.What's Down There, Anyway?
"Observing the Water Planet"
"Cold as Ice"
"What's Down There?"
"Watercolours"
3:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Warnings from Sea and Shore.
"Lethal Sounds"
"Acid Test"
"Between the Tides"
"What Would Darwin Think: Man vs. the Galapagos"
7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
An Evening with Jon Bowermaster: Oil in the Gulf
"Dive into Our National Marine Sanctuaries"
"SoLa, Louisiana Water Stories"

Trustees Theater
"Skimming the Surface"
"The Fix"
"Terra Antarctica"
Sunday, Sept. 19
10 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.
Shipwrecks!
"Wooden Bones: The Sunken Fleet of 1758"
"Lost on a Reef"
11:30 a.m. to 12:51 p.m.
Around Our Region
"Keeping the May River Wild"
"Farming the Seas: Shrimp & Oysters"
"Wakulla Springs, a Watery Treasure"
"The Gulf Islands: Mississippi's Wilderness Shore"
1:30 p.m. to 3:50 p.m.
Friends in Need
"Home for Hawksbill"

"Lost Year: A Sea Turtle Odyssey"
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Warnings from Sea and Shore II
"The End of the Line"
'The Ocean World Trashed"
'To Save aW hale"
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Emerging Filmmakers: Hope for the Future
Students from the Savannah College of Art and Design will
compete for the Dr. Robert 0. Levitt Prize.
Information provided by graysreef.noaa.gov.
Notice: Films and presenters are subject to change without
notice.
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Cusses throws dance-punk punch
By Warren Arburv
Staff Reporter

Google local band Cusses
and the description that pops
up will be in the veinof aggres
sive, Southern-fried rock. Lead
singer Angel Bond's throaty
vocal delivery may resemble
Joan Jett, but in person she is
gracious and down to earth.
Bond is backed by twoof the
most raucous playersin Savan
nah, guitarist Bryan Harder
and drummer Brian Lackey.
The members come from
New Jersey, Virginia and
North Carolina, and together
they fuse their influences into
a tightly wound beast.
Harder and Lackey arexollege friends that have played
in various noise bands in Sa
vannah.
Four years ago Lackey met
Bond in Charleston, S.C.,
where the two became an
item.
When asked about how their
relationship influences their
musical output, Lackey and
Bond confront the issue headon.
"It makes us stronger," Bond
said. "Initially I was so afraid
to let [Lackey] and Harder see
me performing, and within the
first two minutes of our first
practice, you could tell that we
were on to something special."
Although the band only con
sists of t hree essential instru
ments, each personality con

tributes to their overall sound.
When Cusses plays, the y play
big, and audience members
get the sense that they are
sitting not with a band, but a
family.
Together their first two EPs
- "Thurst" and "Seconds" pack a dance-punk punch that
appeals to fans of the Yeah
Yeah Yeahs.
Bond s aid she accepts that
her image can be comparable
to certain other iconic female
front-women, but she insisted
she would always be loyal to
her band mates. Bond said
that she does not mind the
comparisons.
However, Bond was candid
about howthat affectsher rela
tionship with her band mates.
"These women always play
with amazing males, and so
do I," she said. "If I didn't have
this powerful band behind me,
then I wouldn't be as good at
it."
Despite their tremendous
live energy, each member of
the band confesses to being a
bit vulnerable in their perfor
mances.
Bond said she wasshy grow
ing up, but she played saxo
phone.
"When my father saw me
perform for the first time, his
jaw dropped," she said. "He
couldn't believe that all of this
power had come from me."
Despite only having played
together for about eight

Stay
\Entertained!
in Savannah
Weekend Music
On Thursday, Sept. 16, New
York band Blissed Out and
Savannah locals Aux Arc
perform at the Co-Laboratory
at 631E. Broad St. at 7 p.m.
This all-ages event is free to the
public.
On Friday, Sept. 17, Dope
Sandwich and Howler will
perform at the Wormhole at
2307 Bull St. Time and cover to
be announced.
On Saturday, Sept. 18, Fireworl
Show, Habitat Noise and Cusses
will perform at the Jinx at 127
W. Congress St. at 11 p.m. Cover
charge to be announced.
Photo courtesy of Andrew Brodhead/Cusses

months, the band is already
developing a fervent follow
ing.
"We keep everything local:
local photographers, clubs,
recording studios, everything
local," Harder said.
"We're still developing,
you know, l earning as we go
along," Lackey said. "It's all
about evolving."
The trio has begun the pro
cess of talking with major pro
ducers and record labels, but

they are taking it one step at a time and money involved, we
time.
decided to gothe EP route," he
"All three of us work and said. "Four songs is what it's
have families and relation all about right now."
ships, and we work around
For anyone who has yet to
those schedules," Harder said. hear Cusses, Bond explains
The energetic threesome is the band's mission statement.
ready to confront Savannah's
"It's not about us," she said.
music scene and face the fu v"It's about the music, the
ture of music as a whole.
shared experience and getting
Lackey said Cusses initially everyone off."
intended to make a full al
bum.
"But when we looked at the

Jazz Festival returns with host of new acts
By Travis Morningstar
Staff Reporter

For jazz aficionados and
party-lovers alike, the Sa
vannah Jazz Festival will
bustle through the city's
historic district Sept. 19 26.
The 29th official Jazz Fes
tival returns this year with
a host of new international,
national, regional and local
jazz performers. The fes
tival is one of the nation's
few jazz fests that remains
free to the public.
The festival's interna
tional reputation draws a
wide range of jazz artists
from all over the country.
Since its inception, the
festival has featured such
famed names as Lionel
Hampton, Ahmad Jamal,
Clark Terry, Carmen McCray, Nancy Wilson and
Ben Riley.
Regular attendees won't
be disappointed this year,
with a roster that might
turn out better than years
past.
The lineup includes among many others - Spyro Gyra, Joe Gransden,
Marcus Printup, Andreas
Oberg, University of North
Florida featuring Thomas
Marriott, Howard Paul,
Ben Tucker, Teddy Adams,
the Coastal Jazz Hall of

completely absorbing and
manages to avoid the my
opic cliche that leave so
many documentaries about
musicians flat and formu
laic," said John Huntley of
Just Jazz Guitar Magazine.
"It succeeds by investigat
ing the many sides of Martino's story and tying them
together through the lens
of his brain disease.
"Although there are some
very tasty clips of Martino's
band rehearsing that would
make any jazz guitar junkie
pay strict attention, this
film
would be interesting if
Photo courtesy of Travis Marriot
Martino were a painter or
Trumpet player Travis Marriott will perform with the University of North
Florida at the 2010 Savannah Jazz Festival on Friday, Sept. 24.
sculptor instead of a worldFame All-Stars, Bob Mas- variant forms.
class musician.
teller, Jody Espina, Geor
The festival kicks off Sept.
"And that may be exactly
gia Kyle, Joe Louis Walker, 19 with a jazz jam session why this documentary is so
Eric Mintel Quartet and the at the Doubletree Hotel at intriguing - it portrays the
Eric Culberson Blues Band. 5 P - m .
human fragility that we all
The Savannah Jazz Orches
The following day, the share, genius or not."
tra will perform with a spe Doubletree Hotel-will also
Getting to the real meat of
cial guest star.
host a screening of the cel the music, the Jazz Festival
Savannah's legacy of jazz ebrated jazz documentary, takes to the stage in Forsyth
makes it a natural fit for the "Martino: Unstrung."
Park on Thursday, Sept. 23,
convening of talent.
As a young jazz guitar vir until Sunday, Sept. 26. Ac
Savannah continues to tuoso, Pat Martino achieved claimed Jazz fusion band
churn out intense festivals near-legendary status dur Spyro Gyra will headline
without fail.
ing the '60s and '70s, be Saturday's act.
For many of the artists fore being diagnosed with
In a punchy introduction
of the festival, past and a life-threatening brain to Forsyth's subsequent live
present, Savannah is a re condition. The film traces acts, Thursday will feature
volving door of musical ex his remarkable return from a string of performances by
periences. It is all at once the depths of amnesia to Georgia Kyle, Eric Culber
steeped in tradition and the peak of artistic achieve son and Joe Louis Walker
ready for more new, lively ment.
in what is aptly deemed
performers of jazz in its
'"Martino: Unstrung' is "Blues Night."

Video game cinema reaches new low
- which I was.
This film carries on like a n
episodic series, absolutely r e
lon't understand why lying on every member of it s
es are just about the audience to know characters,
ic medium that have situations and story arcs from
roduce a halfway-de- movies past. However,' that's
only a drop in the vastocean of
of my heart breaks problems this movie carries.
"Afterlife" centers around
I see a new game
e-imagined for the an ex-agent of the Umbrella
jecause I knowdeep Corporation, Alice (Milla Joay heart of hearts, vovich), as she scours a zombie0 be terrible - and infested Earth and faces an evil
Evil: Afterlife" is nq corporate conspiracy all shown
in appalling CGI.
After infecting the world with
" is the newest in1the "Resident Evil" the zombie-spawning T-Virus,
js, a nd to be corn the Umbrella Corporation de
iest, if you haven't cided to hide underground,
ind every one of its capturing survivors to use for
- which I haven't experimentation. Beyond that,
»e lost from the start I couldn't tell you much about

»berts
JL IVi
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And Movies

Cusses members Bryan Harder, Angel Bond, and Brian Lackey perform every month in Savannah.

the plot, but frankly it's not
very important — all you need
to know is that any character
from the games will survive,
and anybody who doesn't fall
under that category is just fod
der for the zombies. This is
strange because the zombies
are almost completely abse nt
from this movie when they're
not en masse at some gate for
plot convenience.
You read that right — this
movie almo st completely for
gets about the fact that zom
bies have destroyed the earth.
In the place of zombie-hate,
the audience is given roughly
an hour and a half of driving
scenes, forced on-screen ro
mance and roughly three mil
lion slow-motion shots, all set
to a teeth-grindingly obnox

ious soundtrack of crappy in
dustrial music and uninspired
nu-metal.
I don't think I've ever been
more disappointed in a movie
in the theaters.
The plot is virtually nonexis
tent, the dialogue isforced and
pointless, and every conceiv
able inaccuracy that could be
written into the series was, i n
fact, written in. I'm honestly
surprised that they knew The
Umbrella Corporation were
the bad guys.
Worst of all, this movie car
ries no impact with it. The
experience was s o bland and
awful, I literally couldn't even
muster enough willpower to
feel my usual bad-movie cock
tail of bewilderment and ha
tred. I sat and I felt absolutely

Then, tempering some
of the "gutbucket" blues of
Thursday will be Friday's
"Jazz in the Park" with
such forces of jazz as Red
Holloway, Oberg and the
University of North Florida
Jazz Band with venerated
jazz trumpeter Thomas
Marriott.
"Audiences can expect tq
hear a wide selection mu
sic from the jazz lexicon original material as well as
rearranged contemporary
and classic jazz composi
tions," Marriott said.
Marriot will be accompa
nied by the University of
North Florida big band.
The band consists of four
trumpets, four trombones,
five saxophones .and the
rhythm section.
All of the music Univer
sity of North Florida plays
will be in the solo-trumpet
with big-band format. They
will also play songs com
posed by Marriot, trumpet
ers Woody Shaw and Roy
Hargrove, Chick Corea, the
Brecker Brothers and many
others.
"I hope that it will be an
exciting and engaging per
formance for all of the lis
teners who check out the
show," Marriot said.

On Thursday, Sept. 16 at
7:30 p.m., Regal Stadium 10
at 34 Shawnee St. will screen
"Ladies & Gentlemen: The
Rolling Stones Flashback to
1972."Thefilm is 4 remas
tered version of four Rolling
Stones concerts in1972, with
commentary by Mick Jagger.
On Friday, Sept. 17, "Easy
A" opens for wide release.
Directed by Will Gluck, the
comedy follows a high school
girl, actor Emma Stone of
"Superbad"fame, who faces
the repercussions of a rumor
about losing her virginity.
The title references Hester
Prynne's character from
Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel
"The Scarlet Letter."
Also on Friday, Sept. 17,
Universal Pictures will
release the supernatural
thriller "Devil." The movie
centers on the dilemma of
five people trapped in an
elevator, with the audience
challenged to decipher
which one of them is the
devil. The suspicion begins
when an invisible force bites
one of the five devils-to-be
in the elevator.
On Sunday, Sept. 19, the
Psychotronic Film Society
of Savannah and Connect
Savannah present a screen
ing of the 2009 film "Black
Dynamite."The comedy,
directed by Scott Sanders,
will play at 5:30 p.m. and 8
p.m. at Muse Arts Warehouse
on Louisville Road. There will
be $7 admission for mature
audiences.

On the Town

OnThursday, Sept. 16, the
Savannah Ballroom at 11 Travis
St. will host the Latin and
Ballroom Social Dance Party.
This event is free with student
ID and $10 for non-students.
This event starts at 8 p.m. with
no previous dance experience
nothing but boredom, and that required.

is the worst mistake a movie
could ever make.
I would rather have the TVirus hit Savannah than ever
have to suffer another "Resi
dent Evil" movie sequel. Don't
pay for this in theaters, don't
rent it, don't even pirate it. If
we look away long enough, this
movie will fall into a forgotten
oblivion, a nd there it will die
the shameful death itdeserves.
• •

Rated 1 out of5 stars
A Constantin Film produc
tion
Written/Directed by Paul
W.S. Anderson
Starring Milla Jovovich, Al i
Larter and Shawn Roberts
Rated R for sequences of
strong violence and language.

Kicking Back
On Sept. 14, "Prince of
Persia: The Sands of Time,"
starring Jake Gyllenhaal,
releases on DVD and Blu-ray.
The action-adventure flick
follows Dastan (Gyllenhaal),
an adopted renegade prince
of the Persian Empire
teaming up with a rival
princess (Gemma Arterton).
The prince must flee a false
accusation of murder and
use the help of a magic
time-manipulating dagger
to fight off a barrage of
countless enemies.

